
This championship consisted of 3 rounds of races using points score system. Driver who get the most 

points win the final champion(Best 2 of 3 rounds). Final Champion will receive a New Serpent 

600042WC GT Cup Edition Kit. Also get a Free Ticket and Free accommodation to Hong Kong to 

attend the SERPENT GT CUP WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IN DEC 2016. (More details will provide by 

Serpent soon) 

Serpent GT CUP CHAMPIONSHIP (AUSTRALIA) Rules  

1) Chassis: Serpent 600042 RTR or 600042WC GT Cup edition.  

2) Engine: Strictly enforce to use the original Novarossi engine that come with the 600042 RTR kit, 

(No Modification are allowed) model number Serpent-Novarossi S-21-OFR-PS together with the 

Dragon RC exhaust pipe & manifold, the intake will have to be the original orange No.7 and the air 

filter will have to be the original, no on-road type filter is allowed. The pull starter needs to remain 

operational and attach to the engine at all time, although you are free to use a starter box. 

 

3) Electronics: No Limit on any electronics (Radio, Servos, Battery) 

 

4) Clutch: Limit to use (stock) Serpent 3-shoes off-road clutch, no limitation on the clutch materials. 

 

5) Gear & Gear Ratio: Only Genuine Serpent GT parts (Spurs and Pinion Gears) are allowed 

 

6) Optional parts: Only the below is allowed 600171, 600172, 600173, 600240, 600242, 600237,  

600239, 600288, 600289, 600136, 600597, 600598, 600599, 600600, 600601, 600602 

Rear CVD upgrade: allowed 

7) Body: Only SERPENT / DRAGON RC 213016 1:8th GT Body is allowed  

8) Tyres: DRAGON RC(stock) or GRP S3 Rubber Tires only. No tyre sauce is allowed. 

9)  The following will not have any limitation: 

     Ball bearings, Camber link materials, Screws/fastener/shims, Shocks piston, Shocks diaphragm, 

Servo horn, Fuel Line, Balls, Weight of the car, Fuel 

*Walter RC Reserves the right to make any final decisions on all matters not covered by these rules 

and regulations, as well as the right to change, alter, and/or rearrange parts or all of these competition 

rules and regulations at any time.  


